
DIAGNOSIS AND TESTING 

Air Bag Diagnostic Monitor Diagnostic Trouble Code Priority Table 

 
   
 
NO AIR BAG INDICATOR  
 
 
Inoperative Lamp Circuit or No Ignition Voltage to Air Bag Diagnostic Monitor 
 
 
Normal Operation 

The air bag warning indicator is designed to light for six (±2) seconds when the ignition switch is turned to RUN. This initial 6 seconds of air bag warning indicator illumination (continuous 
lamp) is considered normal operation and is called "prove out" of the air bag warning indicator.  

The air bag diagnostic monitor requires power at Pin 1 in order to energize the air bag warning indicator circuit. If the air bag warning indicator circuit is open or if the air bag diagnostic 
monitor does not have ignition voltage at Pin 1, the air bag warning indicator will not light.  

If the computer in air bag diagnostic monitor detects an open in the air bag warning indicator circuit, and if another system fault exists, then air bag diagnostic monitor will turn on its internal 
tone generator (beeper). The beep pattern is five sets of five beeps. The pattern is repeated every 30 minutes while ignition switch is in RUN. The five beeps do not indicate a diagnostic 
trouble code 5 or any other diagnostic trouble code. The air bag warning indicator circuitry must be serviced before the diagnostic trouble code can be read.  
 
Possible Causes 

A No Air Bag Indicator condition can be caused by:  

1. A burned-out bulb or open wiring in the air bag warning indicator circuit. 

2. Loss of ignition voltage at Pin 1 of the air bag diagnostic monitor .  
 
Electrical Schematic—No Air Bag Indicator 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Pinpoint TestsNo Air Bag Indicator 

Section 01-20B: Restraints, Passive—Supplemental Air Bag System—Town Car 1994 Town Car/Crown Victoria/Grand Marquis Workshop Manual 

DIAGNOSTIC TROUBLE CODE TABLE 

PRIORITY CODE COMPONENT/FAULT DESCRIPTION

Highest — No Air Bag Indicator—Inoperative Lamp Circuit or No Ignition Voltage to Air Bag Diagnostic Monitor

 — Continuous Air Bag Indicator—Air Bag Diagnostic Monitor Disconnected or Inoperative

 12 Low Battery Voltage

 13 Air Bag Circuit Shorted to Ground

 14 Primary Crash Sensor Circuit Shorted to Ground

 21 Safing Sensor Not Mounted to Vehicle Properly

 22 Safing Sensor Output Circuit Shorted to Battery Voltage

 23 Safing Sensor Circuit Input Feed/Return Circuit Open

 24 Safing Sensor Output Feed/Return Circuit Open

 32 Driver Side Air Bag Circuit High Resistance or Open

 33 Passenger Side Air Bag Circuit High Resistance or Open

 34 Driver Side Air Bag Low Resistance or Shorted

 35 Passenger Side Air Bag Low Resistance or Shorted

 41 RH Primary Crash Sensor Feed/Return Circuit Open

 42 LH Primary Crash Sensor Feed/Return Circuit Open

 44 RH Primary Crash Sensor Not Mounted to Vehicle Properly

 45 LH Primary Crash Sensor Not Mounted to Vehicle Properly

 51 Diagnostic Monitor Internal Thermal Fuse—Fuse Blown Due to Intermittent Short to Ground

 52 Backup Power Supply—Voltage Boost Fault

 53 Primary Crash Sensor Circuits Resistance to Ground or Internal Air Bag Diagnostic Monitor Failure

Lowest — Rapid Continuous Flashing of Air Bag Indicator (No DTC) All Primary Crash Sensors Disconnected
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NAB-1 CHECK FOR IGNITION VOLTAGE  

� Deactivate system.  

� Disconnect air bag diagnostic monitor .  

� Turn ignition switch to RUN.  

� Measure voltage between Pins 1 Circuit 295 (LB/PK) (+) and 3 Circuit 57(BK) (-).  

� Is voltage measured equal to battery voltage?  

Yes 
GO to NAB-2. 

No 
SERVICE open circuit in Circuit 295 (LB/PK) from fuse panel. CHECK for proper ground on Pin 3 of air bag diagnostic monitor connector. RECONNECT 
system. VERIFY system. REACTIVATE system. 

  

NAB-2 CHECK FOR OPEN LAMP CIRCUIT  

� Leave air bag diagnostic monitor disconnected and turn ignition switch to RUN.  

� Is air bag indicator on?  

Yes 
REPLACE air bag diagnostic monitor . RECONNECT system. VERIFY system. REACTIVATE system. 

No 
LOCATE and SERVICE open circuit in air bag warning indicator circuitry. CHECK for burned out bulb, blown Fuse 4, open connections, pushed out pins, etc. 
RECONNECT system. VERIFY system. REACTIVATE system. 

   
 
CONTINUOUS AIR BAG INDICATOR  
 
 
Air Bag Diagnostic Monitor Disconnected or Inoperative 
 
 
Normal Operation  

The air bag warning indicator is designed to illuminate for 6 ± 2 seconds when the ignition switch is turned to RUN. This initial six seconds of air bag warning indicator illumination 
(continuous lamp) is considered normal operation and is called "prove out" of the air bag warning indicator. If the air bag diagnostic monitor detects any faults in the air bag system following 
prove out, it will flash the air bag warning indicator a series of times to indicate the diagnostic trouble code that has been detected. If the air bag warning indicator comes on when the 
ignition switch is turned to RUN and stays on for more than eight seconds continuously, then a fault exists in the air bag warning indicator circuit.  

The air bag diagnostic monitor incorporates a solid-state circuit that shorts the air bag warning indicator line (Circuit 608, BK/Y) to ground to turn the air bag warning indicator on. When the 
gray air bag diagnostic monitor harness connector is unplugged from the air bag diagnostic monitor , a shorting bar within the harness connector connects Pins 4 (air bag warning indicator) 
and 5 (ground) together. The shorting bar will turn the air bag warning indicator on whenever the gray air bag diagnostic monitor harness connector is disconnected. Because the shorting 
bar makes a continuous connection between Pins 4 and 5 when the connector is disconnected, the air bag warning indicator will not flash—instead, it will be illuminated continuously.  

When the ignition switch is turned to RUN, the air bag diagnostic monitor "wakes up" and, after approximately six seconds, turns the air bag warning indicator off. If the diagnostic monitor 
fails to "wake up", the lamp driver circuit will automatically turn the air bag warning indicator on continuously, indicating a concern in the air bag diagnostic monitor or at the gray air bag 
diagnostic monitor connector.  
 
Possible Causes 

Continuous illumination of the air bag warning indicator can be caused by:  

3. A disconnected or poorly connected air bag diagnostic monitor may not push the shorting bar between Pins 4 and 5 into its fully retracted position. This shorts the air bag 
warning indicator line to ground and causes the air bag warning indicator to glow continuously.  

4. Shorted air bag warning indicator wiring. 

5. A damaged air bag diagnostic monitor .  
 
Electrical Schematic—Continuous Air Bag Indicator 
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Pinpoint TestsContinuous Air Bag Indicator 

  

CAB-1 CHECK IF AIR BAG DIAGNOSTIC MONITOR IS CONNECTED  

� Deactivate system.  

� Inspect connectors on air bag diagnostic monitor .  

� Are connectors fully pushed together?  

Yes 
GO to CAB-2. 

No 
Firmly MATE connectors to air bag diagnostic monitor . RECONNECT system. VERIFY system. REACTIVATE system. 

  

CAB-2 CHECK AIR BAG WARNING INDICATOR LAMP CIRCUITRY  

� Disconnect air bag diagnostic monitor .  

� Remove plastic locking wedge from Gray air bag diagnostic monitor harness connector.  

� Turn ignition switch to RUN.  

� Is air bag warning indicator on?  

Yes 
SERVICE short to ground in Circuit 608 (BK/Y) between air bag warning indicator lamp and air bag diagnostic monitor . RECONNECT system. VERIFY 
system. REACTIVATE system. 

No 
GO to CAB-3. 

  

CAB-3 INSPECT SHORTING BAR  

� Inspect shorting bars on plastic locking wedge for proper operation.  

� Is shorting bar in good working order?  

Yes 
REPLACE air bag diagnostic monitor . RECONNECT system. VERIFY system. REACTIVATE system. 

No 
REPLACE plastic locking wedge. Make sure replacement has shorting bars on the locking wedge. RECONNECT system. VERIFY system. REACTIVATE 
system. 

   
 
DIAGNOSTIC TROUBLE CODE 12 
 
 
Low Battery Voltage 
 
 
Normal Operation 
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The air bag diagnostic monitor measures the voltage at Pin 13 of the air bag diagnostic monitor connector. Voltage at Pin 13 should be equal to battery voltage. If the voltage measured at 
Pin 13 drops to less than 9 volts, the air bag diagnostic monitor will flash out diagnostic trouble code 12.  
 
Possible Causes 

Low battery voltage at air bag diagnostic monitor Pin 13 can be caused by:  

NOTE: If fuse K is blown, make sure to diagnose the system for Possible Causes 1, 2 and 3. 

6. A short to ground in Circuit 611 (W/O) or 612 (P/O) may result in a blown power distribution box fuse K.  

7. An internal short to ground within the LH kick panel safing rear air bag sensor and bracket may result in a blown power distribution fuse K.  

8. A short to ground on the battery feed circuit (937 R/W) between the fuse and Pin 13 of the air bag diagnostic monitor may result in a blown fuse K.  

9. A concern in the charging system causing battery voltage to drop below 9 volts.  
 
Electrical Schematic—Diagnostic Trouble Code 12 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Pinpoint TestsDiagnostic Trouble Code 12 

  

12-1 CHECK FOR DIAGNOSTIC TROUBLE CODE  

� Turn ignition switch to RUN.  

� Count diagnostic trouble code.  

� Is diagnostic trouble code 12 flashing?  

Yes 
GO to 12-2 . 

No 
Read the normal operation description for this diagnostic trouble code. EXAMINE the diagnostic trouble code schematic and look for areas where intermittent 
conditions would occur (connectors, splices, crimps, etc.). 

    
DO NOT proceed with Pinpoint Test until the diagnostic trouble code is flashing! 

    
Failure to do so will result in needless replacement of the air bag system components and repeat service.  

  

12-2 DEACTIVATE SYSTEM  

� Turn ignition switch to OFF.  

� Deactivate system.  

� Disconnect air bag diagnostic monitor .  

� Turn ignition switch from OFF to RUN.  

� Measure voltage between air bag diagnostic monitor connector Pin 13 Circuit 937(R/W) (+) and Pin 3 Circuit 57 (BK) (-).  

� Is voltage on Pin 13 equal to battery voltage?  

Yes 
REPLACE air bag diagnostic monitor . RECONNECT system. VERIFY system. REACTIVATE system. 

No 
GO to 12-3. 
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12-3 CHECK FUSE  

� Check fuse K.  

� Is fuse blown?  

Yes 
REPLACE fuse K. GO to 12-4. 

No 
LOCATE and SERVICE open circuit between positive (+) terminal of battery and Pin 13 Circuit 937 (R/W) of air bag diagnostic monitor harness connector. 
Be sure to CHECK the in-line connector between fuse K and Pin 13 of the air bag diagnostic monitor for poor crimps, terminals, etc. RECONNECT system. 
VERIFY system. REACTIVATE system. 

  

12-4 CHECK FOR SHORT IN HARNESS  

� Check fuse. 

� Does fuse blow again?  

Yes 
LOCATE and SERVICE short to ground between fuse K and Pin 13 of air bag diagnostic monitor harness connector. RECONNECT system. VERIFY system. 
REACTIVATE system. 

No 
GO to 12-5. 

  

12-5 CHECK FOR SHORT IN CIRCUITS 611 AND 612  

� Turn ignition switch OFF.  

� Connect air bag diagnostic monitor .  

� Check fuse.  

� Did fuse blow again?  

Yes 
LOCATE and SERVICE short to ground in Circuit 611 (W/O) Pin 15 or Circuit 612 (P/O) Pin 23. RECONNECT system. VERIFY system. REACTIVATE 
system. 

No 
The short to ground is intermittent. CHECK Circuit 937 (R/W) between fuse K and air bag diagnostic monitor Pin 13 for pinched or bare wires. Also CHECK 
Circuits 611 (W/O) and 612 (P/O) for intermittent shorts. LOCATE and SERVICE intermittent short. RECONNECT system. VERIFY system. REACTIVATE 
system. 

    
 
DIAGNOSTIC TROUBLE CODE 13 
 
 
Air Bag Circuit Shorted to Ground  
 
 
Normal Operation 

The air bag diagnostic monitor measures the voltage at Pin 11 Circuit 614 (GY/O) and Pin 12 Circuit 623 (P/W) of the air bag diagnostic monitor connector. The voltage at these pins varies 
with charging system voltage (the expected voltages at Pins 11 and 12 are shown in the following table). If the air bag diagnostic monitor measures a voltage of 2.0 volts or less at Pins 11 
Circuit 614 (GY/O) and 12 Circuit 623 (P/W), the air bag diagnostic monitor will flash out diagnostic trouble code 13 to indicate a possible short to ground on these circuits (refer to Possible 
Causes for additional circuits that may be shorted to ground). When flashing diagnostic trouble code 13, the air bag diagnostic monitor blows its internal thermal fuse. This disables the air 
bag deployment circuit. If the voltage at Pins 11 and 12 returns to normal, a diagnostic trouble code 51 will be present due to the open thermal fuse (refer to Diagnostic Trouble Code 51 as 
outlined).  

NOTE: Diagnostic trouble code 13 will flash only while the short to ground is present. 

 
 
Possible Causes 

Low voltage at air bag diagnostic monitor Pins 11 and 12 can be caused by:  

10. A short to ground within the wiring harness on Circuits 614 (GY/O), 615 (GY/W), 616 (PK/BK) or 623 (P/W) causing the diagnostic voltage to drop.  

11. An internal short to ground within the air bag sliding contact causing the driver side air bag circuit(s) to be shorted to ground.  

12. An internal short to ground within the LH kick panel safing rear air bag sensor and bracket causing Circuit 614 (GY/O) or 623 (P/W) to be shorted to ground.  

13. An internal short to case ground within the driver side air bag module or passenger side air bag module .  
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Electrical Schematic—Diagnostic Trouble Code 13 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Pinpoint TestsDiagnostic Trouble Code 13 

  

13-1 CHECK FOR DIAGNOSTIC TROUBLE CODE  

� Turn ignition switch to RUN.  

� Count diagnostic trouble code.  

� Is diagnostic trouble code 13 flashing?  

Yes 
GO to 13-2 . 

No 
Read the normal operation description for this diagnostic trouble code. EXAMINE the diagnostic trouble code schematic and look for areas where intermittent 
conditions would occur (connectors, splices, crimps, etc.). 

    
DO NOT proceed with pinpoint test until the diagnostic trouble code is flashing! 

    
Failure to do so will result in needless replacement of the air bag system components and repeat service.  

  

CHARGING SYSTEM VOLTAGE 

PIN NO. Voltage at Pin 11 Voltage at Pin 12

9.0 2.3 2.3

9.5 2.4 2.4

10.0 2.5 2.5

10.5 2.7 2.7

11.0 2.8 2.8

11.5 3.0 3.0

12.0 3.1 3.1

12.5 3.2 3.2

13.0 3.4 3.4

13.5 3.5 3.5

14.0 3.7 3.7

14.5 3.8 3.8

15.0 4.0 4.0

15.5 4.1 4.1

16.0 4.3 4.3
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13-2 DEACTIVATE SYSTEM 

NOTE: Never attempt to replace air bag diagnostic monitor with a diagnostic trouble code 13 present, unless instructed to do so. 

� Turn ignition switch to OFF.  

� Deactivate system.  

� Verify system.  

� Does air bag indicator flash a diagnostic trouble code 13?  

Yes 
GO to 13-5 . 

No 
GO to 13-3 . 

  

13-3 CHECK AIR BAG(S) AND AIR BAG SLIDING CONTACTS  

� Inspect air bag sliding contact wiring in steering wheel , driver side air bag module , and passenger side air bag module for damaged, chafed or pinched wires.  

� Are any wires damaged?  

Yes 
REPLACE component(s) which have damaged wires. GO to Diagnostic Trouble Code 51. 

No 
GO to 13-4 . 

  

13-4 VERIFY SHORT IN AIR BAG(S)  

� Make sure that the shorting bars are correctly installed in both the driver and passenger side air bag connectors. 

 WARNING: USE A HANDHELD DIGITAL OHMMETER WITH LESS THAN 10 MA SHORT-CIRCUIT CURRENT ON THE LOWEST RESISTANCE SCALE POSSIBLE 
(TYPICALLY 2000 OHM SETTING). FAILURE TO USE A METER OF THIS TYPE MAY CAUSE PERSONAL INJURY DUE TO AIR BAG DEPLOYMENT. 

� Measure the resistance between either of the terminals of the connector on the air bag and the metal case of the driver side air bag module or passenger side air bag module . 
Perform measurement on both the driver side air bag module and passenger side air bag module .  

� Is the resistance reading infinite (open)?  

Yes 
REPLACE air bag sliding contact . GO to Diagnostic Trouble Code 51. 

No 
REPLACE the air bag module which is not reading infinite resistance (open). GO to Diagnostic Trouble Code 51. 

  

13-5 INSTALL AIR BAG SIMULATOR AT BASE OF STEERING COLUMN  

� Remove driver air bag simulator.  

� Disconnect black three-way connector containing Circuits 614 (GY/O) and 615 (GY/W) at base of steering column.  

� Install air bag simulator on vehicle harness side at base of steering column.  

� Verify system.  

� Does air bag indicator flash a diagnostic trouble code 13?  

Yes 
GO to 13-6 . 

No 
REPLACE air bag sliding contact . GO to Diagnostic Trouble Code 51. 

  

13-6 REMOVE AIR BAG SIMULATOR FROM BASE OF STEERING COLUMN  

� Remove air bag simulator from vehicle harness connector at base of steering column. Also remove passenger air bag simulator.  

� Verify system.  
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� Does air bag indicator flash a diagnostic trouble code 13?  

Yes 
GO to 13-7 . 

No 
LOCATE and SERVICE short to ground in wiring harness Circuit(s) 615 (GY/W) and/or 616 (PK/BK). GO to Diagnostic Trouble Code 51. 

  

13-7 CHECK LH KICK PANEL SAFING SENSOR CIRCUIT  

� Disconnect LH kick panel safing sensor connector.  

� Verify system.  

� Does air bag indicator flash a diagnostic trouble code 13?  

Yes 
LOCATE and SERVICE short to ground in wiring harness Circuit 614 (GY/O). GO to Diagnostic Trouble Code 51. 

No 
GO to 13-8 . 

  

13-8 VERIFY SHORT TO GROUND IN LH KICK PANEL SAFING SENSOR  

� Measure resistance from LH kick panel safing sensor connector Circuit 614 (GY/O) to LH kick panel safing sensor case ground.  

� Is resistance less than 10 ohms?  

 
 

 
 

Yes 
REPLACE LH kick panel safing rear air bag sensor and bracket . GO to Diagnostic Trouble Code 51. 

No 
LOCATE and SERVICE short to ground in wiring harness Circuit 623 (P/W). GO to Diagnostic Trouble Code 51. 

    
 
DIAGNOSTIC TROUBLE CODE 14 
 
 
Primary Crash Sensor Circuit Shorted to Ground 
 
 
Normal Operation 

The air bag diagnostic monitor measures the voltage at Pins 2 Circuit 624 (Y/W) and 6 Circuit 625 (Y/LG) of the air bag diagnostic monitor connector. The normal voltage at these pins is 
approximately 10 volts (± 1 volt) when the ignition switch is in RUN, or battery voltage when the ignition switch is OFF. If the air bag diagnostic monitor detects that the voltage at Pins 2 or 6 
has dropped to 5 volts or less, the air bag diagnostic monitor will flash out diagnostic trouble code 14 on the air bag indicator to indicate a short to ground on any of these circuits (refer to 
Possible Causes for additional circuits that may be shorted to ground). When flashing diagnostic trouble code 14, the air bag diagnostic monitor blows its internal thermal fuse. This disables 
the air bag deployment circuit. If the voltage at Pins 2 and 6 returns to normal, a diagnostic trouble code 51 will be present due to the open thermal fuse. (Refer to Diagnostic Trouble Code 
51 as outlined.)  

NOTE: Diagnostic Trouble Code 14 will flash only while the short to ground is present.  

 
 
Possible Causes 

A drop in voltage at air bag diagnostic monitor Pins 2 and 6 can be caused by:  

14. A short to ground within the wiring harness on Circuits 624 (Y/W), 625 (Y/LG), 617 (PK/O) or 619 (PK/W) causing the diagnostic voltage to drop. 

NOTE: The gray diagnostic monitor harness connector contains a shorting bar inside the connector that will short Pins 2 and 3 together whenever the air bag diagnostic 
monitor is disconnected. Since Pin 3 is ground, shorting Pin 2 to Pin 3 will cause a short to ground on both Pins 2 and 17. Make sure to remove the plastic locking 
wedge from the gray harness connector before checking resistance of these circuits to ground. 

15. An internal short to case ground within either of the primary crash sensors.  
 
Electrical Schematic—Diagnostic Trouble Code 14 
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Pinpoint TestsDiagnostic Trouble Code 14 

  

14-1 CHECK FOR DIAGNOSTIC TROUBLE CODE  

� Turn ignition switch to RUN.  

� Count diagnostic trouble code.  

� Is diagnostic trouble code 14 flashing?  

Yes 
GO to 14-2 . 

No 
Read the normal operation description for this diagnostic trouble code. EXAMINE the diagnostic trouble code schematic and look for areas where intermittent 
conditions would occur (connectors, splices, crimps, etc.). 

    
DO NOT proceed with pinpoint test until the diagnostic trouble code is flashing! 

    
Failure to do so will result in needless replacement of the air bag system components and repeat service.  

  

14-2 DETERMINE WHICH CIRCUIT IS SHORTED  

� Turn ignition switch OFF.  

� Deactivate system (leave battery cables disconnected).  

� Disconnect air bag diagnostic monitor .  

� Remove plastic locking wedge from gray harness plug/connector.  

� With Rotunda Digital Multimeter 105-00050 or equivalent, measure resistance between Pin 3 Circuit 57, BK, (ground) and all of the following: 

Pin 2 (Circuit 624, Y/W)  

Pin 6 (Circuit 625, Y/LG)  

Pin 17 (Circuit 617, PK/O)  

Pin 18 (Circuit 619, PK/W)  

� Are all the resistance readings infinite (open)?  

 
 

 
 

Yes 
INSPECT shorting bar on plastic locking wedge for proper operation. INSPECT plastic fingers in air bag diagnostic monitor connector for wear or damage. 
REPLACE as required. GO to Diagnostic Trouble Code 51. 

No 
GO to 14-3 . 
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14-3 DETERMINE IF PRIMARY CRASH SENSOR OR WIRE IS SHORTED  

� Disconnect the primary crash sensor that was shorted.  

� Measure resistance across circuits 617 (PK/O) or (619 PK/W) from primary crash sensor case ground to primary crash sensor connector.  

� Is resistance reading infinite (open)?  

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Yes 
LOCATE and SERVICE short to ground in wiring harness for affected circuits. GO to Diagnostic Trouble Code 51. 

No 
REPLACE primary crash sensor. GO to Diagnostic Trouble Code 51. 

   
 
DIAGNOSTIC TROUBLE CODE 21 
 
 
Safing Sensor Not Mounted to Vehicle Properly 
 
 
Normal Operation 

The air bag diagnostic monitor measures the resistance between Pin 16 (Circuit 613, DB/W) and Pin 3 (Circuit 57, BK, ground). If the air bag diagnostic monitor measures a difference of 
more than 2.0 ohms between Pin 16 and Pin 3, it will flash out diagnostic trouble code 21 on the air bag indicator.  

It is important to note that Circuit 613 (DB/W) is grounded to the side of the safing sensor case, and the case of the safing sensor is grounded to the vehicle in the LH kick panel. A good 
ground connection, at both the case and the vehicle body, is important to proper circuit operation.  
 
Possible Causes 

High resistance at Pin 16 (Circuit 613, DB/W) to ground can be caused by:  

16. A poor connection due to loose mounting, dirt or corrosion at the LH kick panel safing sensor mounting surface. 

17. An open or damaged wire in Circuit 613 (DB/W) from Pin 16 of the air bag diagnostic monitor connector to the LH kick panel safing sensor.  

18. An open circuit inside the LH kick panel safing sensor.  
 
Electrical Schematic—Diagnostic Trouble Code 21 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Pinpoint TestsDiagnostic Trouble Code 21 

  

21-1 CHECK FOR DIAGNOSTIC TROUBLE CODE  

� Turn ignition switch to RUN.  
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� Count diagnostic trouble code.  

� Is diagnostic trouble code 21 flashing?  

Yes 
GO to 21-2 . 

No 
Read the normal operation description for this diagnostic trouble code. EXAMINE the diagnostic trouble code schematic and look for areas where intermittent 
conditions would occur (connectors, splices, crimps, etc.). 

    
DO NOT proceed with pinpoint test until the diagnostic trouble code is flashing! 

    
Failure to do so will result in needless replacement of the air bag system components and repeat service.  

  

21-2 MEASURE RESISTANCE  

� Turn ignition switch to OFF. 

� Deactivate system (leave battery cables disconnected).  

� Disconnect air bag diagnostic monitor .  

� Measure resistance between Pin 3 (Circuit 57, BK, ground) and Pin 16 (Circuit 613, DB/W).  

� Is resistance greater than two ohms?  

Yes 
GO to 21-3. 

No 
REPLACE air bag diagnostic monitor . RECONNECT system. VERIFY system. REACTIVATE system. 

  

21-3 MEASURE RESISTANCE  

� Disconnect LH kick panel safing sensor.  

� Measure resistance of Circuit 613 (DB/W) in the LH kick panel safing sensor connector to LH kick panel safing sensor sheet metal case ground. The sheet metal case ground must 
be bare and clean.  

� Is resistance greater than two ohms?  

 
 

 
 

Yes 
GO to 21-4. 

No 
LOCATE and SERVICE open in Circuit 613 (DB/W). RECONNECT system. VERIFY system. REACTIVATE system. 

  

21-4 MEASURE RESISTANCE  

� Remove LH kick panel safing rear air bag sensor and bracket from vehicle.  

� Thoroughly clean the LH kick panel safing sensor's mounting surface.  

� Remount LH kick panel safing rear air bag sensor and bracket .  

� Measure resistance of Circuit 613 (DB/W) in the LH kick panel safing sensor connector to LH kick panel sensor sheet metal case ground.  

� Is resistance greater than two ohms?  

Yes 
REPLACE LH kick panel safing rear air bag sensor and bracket . RECONNECT system. VERIFY system. REACTIVATE system. 

No 
RECONNECT system. VERIFY system. REACTIVATE system. 
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DIAGNOSTIC TROUBLE CODE 22 
 
 
Safing Sensor Output Circuit Shorted to Battery Voltage 
 
 
Normal Operation 

The air bag diagnostic monitor measures voltage at Pins 11 (Circuit 614, GY/O) and 12 (Circuit 623, P/W). The voltage at these pins is controlled by two resistors inside the air bag 
diagnostic monitor . The voltage varies with charging system voltage (the expected voltages at Pins 11 and 12 are shown in following table). If the voltage at both of these pins exceeds 5 
volts, the air bag diagnostic monitor will flash out diagnostic trouble code 22.  
 
Possible Causes 

High voltage at Pins 11 and 12 can be caused by:  

19. A short in the wiring harness between Circuits 614 (GY/O) or 623 (P/W) and another wire can cause high voltage on these circuits. 

NOTE: The wiring harness leading to the safing sensor carries higher voltage circuits that may short to Circuits 614 and 623. 

20. A short in the air bag sliding contact between Circuit 614 (GY/O) and some of the horn or speed control wiring.  

21. A short across the normally open contacts of the LH kick panel safing sensor. 

NOTE: The voltage on Circuits 611 (W/O) and 612 (P/O) inside the LH kick panel safing sensor is usually battery voltage or higher. There should be an open circuit 
across the contacts of the LH kick panel safing sensor if the LH kick panel safing sensor is operating normally. If the LH kick panel safing sensor contacts are closed, 
the voltage on Circuits 614 (GY/O) and 623 (P/W) would be high (at least battery voltage). 

22. Vehicle charging system voltage too high. If the generator output voltage is too high (greater than 17 volts), it may cause a diagnostic trouble code 22 to flash.  
 

 
 
 
Electrical Schematic—Diagnostic Trouble Code 22 
 
 

 
 
 
 

CHARGING SYSTEM VOLTAGE 

PIN NO. Voltage at Pin 11 Voltage at Pin 12

9.0 2.3 2.3

9.5 2.4 2.4

10.0 2.5 2.5

10.5 2.7 2.7

11.0 2.8 2.8

11.5 3.0 3.0

12.0 3.1 3.1

12.5 3.2 3.2

13.0 3.4 3.4

13.5 3.5 3.5

14.0 3.7 3.7

14.5 3.8 3.8

15.0 4.0 4.0

15.5 4.1 4.1

16.0 4.3 4.3
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Pinpoint TestsDiagnostic Trouble Code 22  

  

22-1 CHECK FOR DIAGNOSTIC TROUBLE CODE  

� Turn ignition switch to RUN.  

� Count diagnostic trouble code.  

� Is diagnostic trouble code 22 flashing?  

Yes 
GO to 22-2 . 

No 
Read the normal operation description for this diagnostic trouble code. EXAMINE the diagnostic trouble code schematic and look for areas where intermittent 
conditions would occur (connectors, splices, crimps, etc.). 

    
DO NOT proceed with pinpoint test until the diagnostic trouble code is flashing! 

    
Failure to do so will result in needless replacement of the air bag system components and repeat service.  

  

22-2 MEASURE VOLTAGE  

� Turn ignition switch to OFF.  

� Deactivate system.  

� Turn ignition switch to RUN.  

� Disconnect air bag diagnostic monitor .  

� Measure voltage on Circuit 614 (GY/O) Pin 11 to Pin 3 (Circuit 57, BK, ground).  

� Is voltage measured high?  

NOTE: Use voltage table for normal voltage specifications. Voltage should be within ± 0.5 volt.  

Yes 
GO to 22-3. 

No 
REPLACE air bag diagnostic monitor . RECONNECT system. VERIFY system. REACTIVATE system. 

  

22-3 CHECK FOR WIRING SHORTS  

� Turn ignition switch to OFF.  

� Disconnect LH kick panel safing rear air bag sensor and bracket .  

� With Rotunda Digital Multimeter 105-00050 or equivalent, measure resistance between air bag diagnostic monitor harness connector Pin 15 (Circuit 611, W/O) and Pin 11 (Circuit 
614, GY/O) and between Pins 23 (Circuit 612 P/O) and Pin 11 (Circuit 614, GY/O).  

� Are resistance readings infinite (open)?  

 
 

 
 

Yes 
GO to 22-4 . 

No 
LOCATE and SERVICE short circuit between Circuit 611 (W/O) or Circuit 612 (P/O) and Circuit 614 (GY/O). RECONNECT system. VERIFY system. 
REACTIVATE system. 
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22-4 CHECK FOR SHORT CIRCUIT IN LH KICK PANEL SAFING SENSOR  

� Measure resistance between LH kick panel safing sensor connector Circuit 611 (W/O) and 614 (GY/O).  

� Is resistance infinite (open)?  

Yes 
LOCATE and SERVICE short to B+ on Circuits 614 (GY/O), 615 (GY/W), 616 (PK/BK), or 623 (P/W). 

No 
REPLACE LH kick panel safing rear air bag sensor and bracket . RECONNECT system. VERIFY system. REACTIVATE system. 

   
 
DIAGNOSTIC TROUBLE CODE 23 
 
 
Safing Sensor Circuit Input Feed/Return Circuit Open 
 
 
Normal Operation  

Battery voltage is provided at air bag diagnostic monitor Pin 15 (Circuit 611, W/O) at all times. However, voltage at Pin 15 can be as high as 25 volts (as provided by the back-up power 
supply) when the ignition switch is in RUN and the backup power supply in the air bag diagnostic monitor is charged up. Circuit 612 (P/O) is connected to Circuit 611 (W/O) inside the LH 
kick panel safing sensor. Therefore, the voltage at Pin 23 (Circuit 612, P/O) should be the same as the voltage at Pin 15 at all times. The air bag diagnostic monitor compares the voltage 
available at Pins 15 and 23. If the voltage at Pin 15 (Circuit 611, W/O) is normal and the voltage at Pin 23 (Circuit 612, P/O) is low, the air bag diagnostic monitor will flash out diagnostic 
trouble code 23 to indicate an open between these two circuits.  
 
Possible Causes 

Low voltage at Pin 23 can be caused by:  

23. An open circuit in the wiring harness in either Circuit 611 (W/O) or 612 (P/O). 

24. An open circuit inside the LH kick panel safing sensor across Circuits 611 (W/O) and 612 (P/O).  
 
Electrical Schematic—Diagnostic Trouble Code 23 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Pinpoint TestsDiagnostic Trouble Code 23 

  

23-1 CHECK FOR DIAGNOSTIC TROUBLE CODE  

� Turn ignition switch to RUN.  

� Count diagnostic trouble code.  

� Is diagnostic trouble code 23 flashing?  

Yes 
GO to 23-2 . 

No 
Read the normal operation description for this diagnostic trouble code. EXAMINE the diagnostic trouble code schematic and look for areas where intermittent 
conditions would occur (connectors, splices, crimps, etc.). 

    
DO NOT proceed with pinpoint test until the diagnostic trouble code is flashing! 

    
Failure to do so will result in needless replacement of the air bag system components and repeat service.  

  

23-2 MEASURE VOLTAGE  

� Turn ignition switch to OFF.  
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� Deactivate system.  

� Turn ignition switch from OFF to RUN.  

� Wait 30 seconds.  

� Measure voltage on the following pins using Pin 3 (Circuit 57, BK) as a ground: 

Pin 15 (Circuit 611, W/O)  

Pin 23 (Circuit 612, P/O)  

� Voltage should be 24 ± 1 volt.  

� Is voltage on both pins normal?  

Yes 
REPLACE air bag diagnostic monitor . RECONNECT system. VERIFY system. REACTIVATE system. 

No 
GO to 23-3. 

  

23-3 MEASURE RESISTANCE  

� Disconnect kick panel safing sensor.  

� With Rotunda Digital Multimeter 105-00050 or equivalent measure resistance across Circuits 611 (W/O) and 612 (P/O) on the sensor connector.  

� Is the resistance less than two ohms?  

 
 

 
 

Yes 
An open wire exists in the harness. LOCATE and SERVICE the open wire in either Circuit 611 (W/O) or 612 (P/O). RECONNECT system. VERIFY system. 
REACTIVATE system. 

No 
REPLACE LH kick panel safing rear air bag sensor and bracket . RECONNECT system. VERIFY system. REACTIVATE system. 

   
 
DIAGNOSTIC TROUBLE CODE 24 
 
 
Safing Sensor Output Feed/Return Circuit Open 
 
 
Normal Operation 

The air bag diagnostic monitor tightly controls the voltage at Pins 11 (Circuit 614, GY/O) and 12 (Circuit 623, P/W) by using two resistors inside the air bag diagnostic monitor . The voltage 
at Pins 11 and 12 varies with changes in the vehicle charging system voltage (the expected voltages at Pins 11 and 12 are shown in the following table). The air bag diagnostic monitor 
measures the vehicle system charging voltage at Pin 13 (Circuit 937, R/W, battery input). By measuring the voltage at Pin 13, the air bag diagnostic monitor can accurately predict what the 
voltage at Pins 11 and 12 should be in a normally functioning system. The air bag diagnostic monitor measures the voltages at Pins 11 (Circuit 614, GY/O) and 12 (Circuit 623, P/W) and 
compares them to the voltage at Pin 13, (Circuit 937, R/W, battery reference). If the voltages at Pins 11 and 12 are low in comparison to Pin 13 or if the voltage at Pin 11 is high and the 
voltage at Pin 12 is low, the air bag diagnostic monitor will flash a diagnostic trouble code 24.  
 
Possible Causes 

Low voltage at Pins 11 and 12 or high voltage at Pin 11 and low voltage at Pin 12 can be caused by:  

25. An open circuit or high resistance in the wiring harness in Circuit 614 (GY/O) or 623 (P/W). 

26. An open circuit or high resistance inside the safing sensor across the GY/O and P/W wires. 

27. Resistance to ground on Circuit 614 (GY/O) or 623 (P/W). Circuits 614 and 623 should be open circuits to ground when the air bag diagnostic monitor is disconnected from the 
harness. Resistance to ground on these circuits can cause a drop in the diagnostic voltage on both circuits.  

28. Intermittent battery voltage at Pin 13 can cause the reference voltage inside the air bag diagnostic monitor to fluctuate and can cause diagnostic trouble code 24 in some 
circumstances.  
 

CHARGING SYSTEM VOLTAGE 

PIN NO. Voltage at Pin 11 Voltage at Pin 12

9.0 2.3 2.3

9.5 2.4 2.4

10.0 2.5 2.5

10.5 2.7 2.7

11.0 2.8 2.8

11.5 3.0 3.0
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Electrical SchematicDiagnostic Trouble Code 24 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Pinpoint TestsDiagnostic Trouble Code 24 

  

24-1 CHECK FOR DIAGNOSTIC TROUBLE CODE  

� Turn ignition switch to RUN.  

� Count diagnostic trouble code.  

� Is diagnostic trouble code 24 flashing?  

Yes 
GO to 24-2 . 

No 
Read the normal operation description for this diagnostic trouble code. EXAMINE the diagnostic trouble code schematic and look for areas where intermittent 
conditions would occur (connectors, splices, crimps, etc.). 

    
DO NOT proceed with pinpoint test until the diagnostic trouble code is flashing! 

    
Failure to do so will result in needless replacement of the air bag system components and repeat service.  

  

24-2 MEASURE VOLTAGE  

� Turn ignition switch to OFF.  

� Deactivate system.  

� Turn ignition switch to RUN.  

� Using Pin 3 (Circuit 57, BK) as ground, measure voltage on following Circuits: 

Pin 11 - Circuit 614 (GY/O)  

Pin 12 - Circuit 623 (P/W)  

NOTE: Use voltage table for normal voltage specifications (within ± 0.5 volt). 

12.0 3.1 3.1

12.5 3.2 3.2

13.0 3.4 3.4

13.5 3.5 3.5

14.0 3.7 3.7

14.5 3.8 3.8

15.0 4.0 4.0

15.5 4.1 4.1

16.0 4.3 4.3
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� Are voltages at these terminals within specification?  

Yes 
CHECK "HOT AT ALL TIMES" voltage feed Circuit 937 (R/W) from fuse panel to Pin 13 of air bag diagnostic monitor harness connector for intermittent open 
circuits. Make sure to check in-line connector for poor terminal crimps, etc. If none are found, REPLACE air bag diagnostic monitor . RECONNECT system. 
VERIFY system. REACTIVATE system. 

No 
If both terminals measure low voltage, GO to 24-3. If Pin 11 measures high and Pin 12 measures low, GO to 24-4. 

  

24-3 MEASURE RESISTANCE  

� Turn ignition switch to OFF.  

� Disconnect battery cables and air bag diagnostic monitor .  

� Using Pin 3 (Circuit 57, BK) as a ground, with Rotunda Digital Multimeter 105-00050 or equivalent, measure resistance of Pin 11 Circuit 614 (GY/O) to ground.  

� Is resistance to ground infinite (open)?  

 
 

 
 

Yes 
REPLACE air bag diagnostic monitor . RECONNECT system. VERIFY system. REACTIVATE system. 

No 
LOCATE and SERVICE short to ground in either Circuit 614 (GY/O), 615 (GY/W), 616 (PK/BK) or Circuit 623 (P/W). CHECK driver side air bag module and 
passenger side air bag module , air bag sliding contact and LH kick panel safing sensor for an internal short to ground. SERVICE as required. RECONNECT 
system. VERIFY system. REACTIVATE system. 

  

24-4 MEASURE RESISTANCE  

� Disconnect LH kick panel safing sensor.  

� With Rotunda Digital Multimeter 105-00050 or equivalent measure resistance across Circuits 614 (GY/O) and 623 (P/W) in sensor connector.  

� Is resistance less than two ohms?  

 
 

 
 

Yes 
LOCATE and SERVICE open circuit in wiring harness (Circuit 614 GY/O or Circuit 623 P/W). RECONNECT system. VERIFY system. REACTIVATE system. 

No 
REPLACE LH kick panel safing rear air bag sensor and bracket . RECONNECT system. VERIFY system. REACTIVATE system. 

   
 
DIAGNOSTIC TROUBLE CODE 32  
 
 
Driver Side Air Bag Circuit High Resistance or Open  
 
 
Normal Operation 

The air bag diagnostic monitor measures the resistance across Pin 10 (Circuit 615, GY/W) and Pin 11 (Circuit 614, GY/O) every time the ignition switch is turned to RUN. Normal resistance 
across these circuits is between 1.5 ohm and 2.0 ohms. This resistance comes from the air bag itself (approximately 1.0 ohm) and the air bag sliding contact windings (approximately 0.25 
to 0.5 ohm per winding, two windings in all). If the resistance across these two circuits exceeds 4.0 ohms, the air bag diagnostic monitor will flash diagnostic trouble code 32.  

NOTE: The connectors for the driver side air bag module and the air bag sliding contact have metal spring clips that act as shorting bars. These shorting bars are built into the 
plastic hardshell connectors. The shorting bars are designed to short Circuits 614 and 615 together when the connectors are not mated. DO NOT attempt to remove the air bag 
shorting bar and measure the resistance of the driver side air bag module . 
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The air bag sliding contact shorting bar may be removed to measure the air bag sliding contact resistance. Use extreme care when reinstalling the shorting bar to ensure it is installed 
correctly.  
 
Possible Causes 

Excessive resistance across Pins 10 and 11 can be caused by:  

29. A poor connection where the air bag sliding contact connects into the main wiring harness. The air bag sliding contact connector at the base of the steering column may have 
excessive resistance between the male and female terminals in the connector or across the terminal crimps.  

30. An open circuit or high resistance in the air bag sliding contact windings inside the air bag sliding contact .  

31. An open circuit or high resistance in the wiring harness in either Circuit 614 (GY/O) or Circuit 615 (GY/W). 

32. An open circuit or high resistance in the driver side air bag module . DO NOT attempt a direct resistance measurement of the driver side air bag module . Follow the diagnostic 
procedures to determine if the driver side air bag module resistance is higher than normal.  
 
Electrical SchematicDiagnostic Trouble Code 32 
 
 
Pinpoint Tests—Diagnostic Trouble Code 32 
 
 

 
 

  

32-1 CHECK FOR DIAGNOSTIC TROUBLE CODE  

� Turn ignition switch to RUN.  

� Count diagnostic trouble code.  

� Is diagnostic trouble code 32 flashing?  

Yes 
GO to 32-2 . 

No 
Read the normal operation description for this diagnostic trouble code. EXAMINE the diagnostic trouble code schematic and look for areas where intermittent 
conditions would occur (connectors, splices, crimps, etc.). 

    
DO NOT proceed with Pinpoint Test until the diagnostic trouble code is flashing! 

    
Failure to do so will result in needless replacement of the air bag system components and repeat service.  

  

32-2 MEASURE RESISTANCE  

� Turn ignition switch to OFF.  

� Deactivate system.  

� Disconnect air bag diagnostic monitor .  

� "Zero" ohmmeter (Rotunda Digital Multimeter 105-00050 or equivalent) by touching leads together and record resistance reading.  

� Remove plastic locking wedge from black harness connector.  

� Measure resistance across Pin 11 (Circuit 614, GY/O) and Pin 10 (Circuit 615, GY/W). Record measurement. Subtract this reading from reading made when zeroing ohmmeter.  

� Is result less than 2.5 ohms?  

Yes 
MAKE SURE that locking wedge has been removed from black harness connector. MAKE SURE to use two-ohm air bag simulator and not a jumper wire. 
GO to 32-4. 
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No 
GO to 32-3. 

  

32-3 VERIFY RESISTANCE READING  

� Measure resistance. 

� Is result greater than 3.0 ohms?  

Yes 
GO to 32-5. 

No 
GO to 32-4. 

  

32-4 VERIFY RESISTANCE  

� Reconnect air bag diagnostic monitor .  

� Turn ignition switch from OFF to RUN.  

� Is diagnostic trouble code 32 still flashing?  

Yes 
REPLACE air bag diagnostic monitor . RECONNECT system. VERIFY system. REACTIVATE system. 

No 
INSPECT air bag diagnostic monitor harness connector for improperly retained Pins 10 and 11. If OK, INSPECT air bag sliding contact wiring in steering 
wheel for damaged wiring. If OK, RECONNECT driver side air bag module and VERIFY system. If diagnostic trouble code 32 is now indicated, REPLACE 
driver side air bag module . RECONNECT system. VERIFY system. REACTIVATE system. 

  

32-5 MEASURE RESISTANCE  

� Disconnect air bag sliding contact at base of the steering column.  

� Install air bag simulator on main wiring harness at base of steering column.  

� Measure resistance across Pin 10 (Circuit 615, GY/W) and Pin 11 (Circuit 614, GY/O) on air bag diagnostic monitor harness connector.  

� Subtract this reading from reading made when zeroing ohmmeter.  

� Is result equal to 2 ohms ± 0.2 ohm?  

Yes 
REPLACE air bag sliding contact . REFER to Section 11-04 for Removal and Installation procedures. RECONNECT system. VERIFY system. REACTIVATE 
system. 

No 
VERIFY that air bag simulator resistance measures two ohms ± 0.2 ohm. If OK, LOCATE and SERVICE open in Circuit 614 (GY/O) or 615 (GY/W). 
RECONNECT system. VERIFY system. REACTIVATE system. 

   
 
DIAGNOSTIC TROUBLE CODE 33  
 
 
Passenger Side Air Bag Circuit High Resistance or Open 
 
 
Normal Operation 

The air bag diagnostic monitor measures the resistance across Pin 8 (Circuit 614, GY/O) and Pin 9 (Circuit 616, PK/BK) every time the ignition switch is turned to RUN. Normal resistance 
across these circuits is between 0.9 ohm and 1.1 ohms. This resistance comes from the passenger side air bag module itself. If the resistance across these two circuits exceeds 4.0 ohms, 
the air bag diagnostic monitor will flash diagnostic trouble code 33.  

NOTE: The connector for the passenger side air bag module has a metal spring clip that acts as a shorting bar. This shorting bar is built into the plastic hardshell connector on 
the back of the passenger side air bag module . The shorting bar is designed to short the air bag terminals together when the connector is not mated. DO NOT attempt to 
remove the passenger air bag shorting bar and measure the resistance of the passenger side air bag module .  

 
 
Possible Causes 

A high resistance or open in the passenger side air bag circuit can be caused by:  

33. An open circuit or high resistance in the wiring harness in Circuit 614 (GY/O) or 616 (PK/BK). 
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34. An open circuit or high resistance in the passenger side air bag module . DO NOT attempt a direct resistance measurement of the passenger side air bag module . Follow the 
diagnostic procedures to determine if the air bag resistance is higher than normal.  
 
Electrical Schematic—Diagnostic Trouble Code 33 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Pinpoint TestsDiagnostic Trouble Code 33 

  

33-1 CHECK FOR DIAGNOSTIC TROUBLE CODE  

� Turn ignition switch to RUN.  

� Count diagnostic trouble code.  

� Is diagnostic trouble code 33 flashing?  

Yes 
GO to 33-2 . 

No 
Read the normal operation description for this diagnostic trouble code. EXAMINE the diagnostic trouble code schematic and look for areas where intermittent 
conditions would occur (connectors, splices, crimps, etc.). 

    
DO NOT proceed with Pinpoint Test until the diagnostic trouble code is flashing! 

    
Failure to do so will result in needless replacement of the air bag system components and repeat service.  

  

33-2 MEASURE RESISTANCE  

� Turn ignition switch to OFF.  

� Deactivate system.  

� Disconnect air bag diagnostic monitor .  

� "Zero" ohmmeter (Rotunda Digital Multimeter 105-00050 or equivalent) by touching leads together and record resistance reading.  

� Remove plastic locking wedge from black harness connector.  

� Measure resistance across Pin 8 (Circuit 614, GY/O) and Pin 9 (Circuit 616, PK/BK). Record measurement. Subtract this reading from reading made when zeroing meter.  

� Is result greater than 2.2 ohms?  

Yes 
VERIFY that air bag simulator resistance measures 2 ohms ± 0.2 ohms. If OK, LOCATE and SERVICE open in either Circuit 614 (GY/O) or 616 (PK/BK). 
RECONNECT system. VERIFY system. REACTIVATE system. 

No 
GO to 33-3. 

  

33-3 CHECK FOR DTC 33  

� Reconnect air bag diagnostic monitor . 

� Turn ignition switch from OFF to RUN.  

� Wait 30 seconds.  

� Is diagnostic trouble code 33 still flashing?  
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Yes 
REPLACE air bag diagnostic monitor . RECONNECT system. VERIFY system. REACTIVATE system. 

No 
GO to 33-4. 

  

33-4 CHECK FOR DTC 33  

� Turn ignition switch to OFF.  

� Follow reactivation procedure and install passenger side air bag module .  

� Is diagnostic trouble code 33 still flashing?  

Yes 
REPLACE passenger side air bag module . RECONNECT system. VERIFY system. REACTIVATE system. 

No 
The fault is intermittent. INSPECT Circuits 614 (GY/O) and 616 (PK/BK) for potential open circuits. EXAMINE all connectors at air bag diagnostic monitor 
and passenger side air bag module . 

   
 
DIAGNOSTIC TROUBLE CODE 34  
 
 
Driver Side Air Bag Circuit Low Resistance or Shorted  
 
 
Normal Operation  

The air bag diagnostic monitor measures the resistance across Pin 10 (Circuit 615, GY/W) and Pin 11 (Circuit 614, GY/O) every time the ignition switch is turned to RUN. Normal resistance 
across these circuits is between 1.5 ohms and 2.0 ohms. This resistance comes from the driver side air bag module itself (approximately 1.0 ohm) and the air bag sliding contact windings 
(0.25 to 0.5 ohm per winding, two windings in all). If the resistance across these two circuits is less than 0.7 ohm, the air bag diagnostic monitor will flash diagnostic trouble code 34.  

NOTE: The connectors for the driver side air bag module and the air bag sliding contact have metal spring clips that act as shorting bars. These shorting bars are built into the 
plastic hardshell connectors. The shorting bars are designed to short Circuits 614 (GY/O) and 615 (GY/W) together when the connectors are not mated. DO NOT attempt to 
remove the driver air bag shorting bar and measure the resistance of the driver side air bag module .  

The air bag sliding contact shorting bar may be removed to measure the air bag sliding contact resistance. Use extreme care when reinstalling the shorting bar to ensure it is installed 
correctly.  
 
Possible Causes 

Low resistance across Pins 10 and 11 can be caused by:  

35. A poorly mated air bag sliding contact connector may not push the shorting bars back into their fully retracted positions.  

36. A damaged shorting bar may short Circuits 614 (GY/O) and 615 (GY/W) together.  

37. A short in the air bag sliding contact windings.  

38. A short across the air bag terminals within the driver side air bag module . DO NOT attempt a direct resistance measurement of the driver side air bag module . Follow the 
diagnostic procedures to determine if the driver air bag resistance is lower than normal.  
 
Electrical Schematic—Diagnostic Trouble Code 34  
 
 

 
 
 
 
Pinpoint TestsDiagnostic Trouble Code 34 

  

34-1 CHECK FOR DIAGNOSTIC TROUBLE CODE  
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� Turn ignition switch to RUN.  

� Count diagnostic trouble code.  

� Is diagnostic trouble code 34 flashing?  

Yes 
GO to 34-2 . 

No 
Read the normal operation description for this diagnostic trouble code. EXAMINE the diagnostic trouble code schematic and look for areas where intermittent 
conditions would occur (connectors, splices, crimps, etc.). 

    
DO NOT proceed with Pinpoint Test until the diagnostic trouble code is flashing! 

    
Failure to do so will result in needless replacement of the air bag system components and repeat service.  

  

34-2 MEASURE RESISTANCE  

� Turn ignition switch to OFF.  

� Deactivate system. Leave driver side air bag harness connector empty. (DO NOT install air bag simulator.)  

� Disconnect air bag diagnostic monitor .  

� Remove plastic locking wedge from black harness connector.  

� Measure resistance across Pin 11 (Circuit 614, GY/O) and Pin 10 (Circuit 615, GY/W).  

� Is resistance across Pins 10 and 11 infinite (open)?  

 
 

 
 

Yes 
GO to 34-3. 

No 
GO to 34-4. 

  

34-3 CHECK FOR DTC 34  

� Install air bag simulator onto air bag connector at steering wheel .  

� Reconnect air bag diagnostic monitor .  

� Turn ignition switch from OFF to RUN.  

� Wait 30 seconds.  

� Is diagnostic trouble code 34 flashing?  

Yes 
VERIFY air bag simulator resistance is 2.0 ohms ± 0.2 ohm. If OK, REPLACE air bag diagnostic monitor . RECONNECT system. VERIFY system. 
REACTIVATE system. 

No 
REPLACE driver side air bag module . RECONNECT system. VERIFY system. REACTIVATE system. 

  

34-4 MEASURE RESISTANCE  

� Disconnect air bag sliding contact at base of the steering column where it mates with main vehicle harness.  

� Measure resistance across Pin 11 (Circuit 614, GY/O) and Pin 10 (Circuit 615, GY/W).  

� Is resistance across Pins 10 and 11 infinite (open)?  
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Yes 
REPLACE air bag sliding contact . RECONNECT system. VERIFY system. REACTIVATE system. 

No 
LOCATE and SERVICE short across Circuits 614 (GY/O) and 615 (GY/W) in wiring harness. INSPECT diagnostic monitor harness connector and air bag 
sliding contact harness connector for shorted terminals. RECONNECT system. VERIFY system. REACTIVATE system. 

   
 
DIAGNOSTIC TROUBLE CODE 35  
 
 
Passenger Side Air Bag Circuit Low Resistance or Shorted  
 
 
Normal Operation 

The air bag diagnostic monitor measures the resistance across Pin 8 (Circuit 614, GY/O) and Pin 9 (Circuit 616, PK/BK) every time the ignition switch is turned to RUN. Normal resistance 
across these circuits is between 0.9 ohm and 1.1 ohm. This resistance comes from the passenger side air bag module itself. If the resistance across Pin 8 and 9 is less than 0.7 ohm, the air 
bag diagnostic monitor will flash diagnostic trouble code 35. If low resistance is measured across Pins 8 and 9, diagnostic trouble code 35 will appear.  

NOTE: The connector for the passenger side air bag module has a metal spring clip that acts as a shorting bar. This shorting bar is built into the plastic hardshell connector on 
the back of the passenger side air bag module . The shorting bar is designed to short the passenger air bag terminals together when the connector is not mated. DO NOT 
attempt to remove the passenger air bag shorting bar and measure the resistance of the passenger side air bag module . 

 
 
Possible Causes 

Low resistance across Pins 8 and 9 can be caused by:  

39. A poorly mated passenger air bag harness connector may not push the shorting bars back into their fully-retracted positions.  

40. A damaged shorting bar may short Circuits 614 (GY/O) and 616 (PK/BK) together.  

41. A short across the passenger air bag terminals within the passenger side air bag module . DO NOT attempt a direct resistance measurement of the passenger side air bag 
module . Follow the diagnostic procedures to determine if the passenger air bag resistance is lower than normal.  

42. A short in the wiring harness between Circuits 614 (GY/O) and 616 (PK/BK).  
 
Electrical Schematic—Diagnostic Trouble Code 35  
 
 

 
 
 
 
Pinpoint TestsDiagnostic Trouble Code 35 

  

35-1 CHECK FOR DIAGNOSTIC TROUBLE CODE  

� Turn ignition switch to RUN.  

� Count diagnostic trouble code.  

� Is diagnostic trouble code 35 flashing?  

Yes 
GO to 35-2 . 

No 
Read the normal operation description for this diagnostic trouble code. EXAMINE the diagnostic trouble code schematic and look for areas where intermittent 
conditions would occur (connectors, splices, crimps, etc.). 

    
DO NOT proceed with Pinpoint Test until the diagnostic trouble code is flashing! 

    
Failure to do so will result in needless replacement of the air bag system components and repeat service.  

  

35-2 MEASURE RESISTANCE  
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� Turn ignition switch to OFF.  

� Deactivate system. Leave passenger side air bag harness connector empty. (DO NOT install air bag simulator.)  

� Disconnect air bag diagnostic monitor .  

� Remove plastic locking wedge from black harness connector.  

� Measure resistance across Pin 8 (Circuit 614, GY/O) and Pin 9 (Circuit 616, PK/BK).  

� Is resistance across Pins 8 and 9 infinite (open)?  

Yes 
GO to 35-3. 

No 
LOCATE and SERVICE short across Circuits 614 (GY/O) and 616 (PK/BK) in wiring harness. INSPECT diagnostic monitor harness connector and terminals 
for possible short circuits. RECONNECT system. VERIFY system. REACTIVATE system. 

  

35-3 CHECK FOR DTC 35  

� Install passenger air bag simulator onto passenger side air bag harness connector.  

� Reconnect air bag diagnostic monitor .  

� Turn ignition switch from OFF to RUN.  

� Wait for 30 seconds.  

� Is diagnostic trouble code 35 flashing?  

Yes 
VERIFY air bag simulator resistance is 2.0 ohms ± 0.2 ohm. If OK, REPLACE air bag diagnostic monitor . RECONNECT system. VERIFY system. 
REACTIVATE system. 

No 
REPLACE passenger side air bag module . RECONNECT system. VERIFY system. REACTIVATE system. 

    
 
DIAGNOSTIC TROUBLE CODE 41 
 
 
RH Primary Crash Sensor Feed/Return Circuit Open 
 
 
Normal Operation 

The voltage at Pin 17 (Circuit 617, PK/O) is approximately 10 volts (± 1 volt). Circuit 617 is connected to Circuit 624 (Y/W) inside the RH primary crash sensor. Therefore, the voltage at Pin 
2 should be the same as the voltage at Pin 17. If the voltage at Pin 2 is less than the voltage at Pin 17, the air bag diagnostic monitor will flash diagnostic trouble code 41.  
 
Possible Causes  

Low voltage at Pin 2 can be caused by:  

43. An open circuit in the wiring harness in either Circuit 617 (PK/O) or Circuit 624 (Y/W). 

44. An open circuit in RH primary crash sensor across the PK/O and Y/W wires.  
 
Electrical SchematicDiagnostic Trouble Code 41 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Pinpoint TestsDiagnostic Trouble Code 41 
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41-1 CHECK FOR DIAGNOSTIC TROUBLE CODE  

� Turn ignition switch to RUN.  

� Count diagnostic trouble code.  

� Is diagnostic trouble code 41 flashing?  

Yes 
GO to 41-2 . 

No 
Read the normal operation description for this diagnostic trouble code. EXAMINE the diagnostic trouble code schematic and look for areas where intermittent 
conditions would occur (connectors, splices, crimps, etc.). 

    
DO NOT proceed with pinpoint test until the diagnostic trouble code is flashing! 

    
Failure to do so will result in needless replacement of the air bag system components and repeat service.  

  

41-2 DEACTIVATE SYSTEM  

� Turn ignition switch to OFF.  

� Deactivate system.  

� Disconnect air bag diagnostic monitor .  

� With Rotunda Digital Multimeter 105-00050 or equivalent, measure resistance across Pin 17 (Circuit 617, PK/O) and Pin 2 (Circuit 624, Y/W) of air bag diagnostic monitor harness 
connector.  

� Is resistance reading less than two ohms?  

 
 

 
 

Yes 
REPLACE air bag diagnostic monitor . RECONNECT system. VERIFY system. REACTIVATE system. 

No 
GO to 41-3. 

  

41-3 CHECK RESISTANCE OF RH PRIMARY CRASH SENSOR  

� Disconnect RH primary crash sensor from harness.  

� Measure resistance across Circuits 617 (PK/O) and 624 (Y/W) wires in RH primary crash sensor connector.  

� Is resistance reading less than two ohms?  

 
 

 
 

Yes 
LOCATE and SERVICE open circuit in wiring harness between air bag diagnostic monitor and RH primary crash sensor in either Circuit 617 (PK/O) or 624 
(Y/W). INSPECT all interconnections. Make sure to CHECK in-line connectors for poor crimps on terminals, etc. RECONNECT system. VERIFY system. 
REACTIVATE system. 

No 
REPLACE RH primary crash front air bag sensor and bracket . RECONNECT system. VERIFY system. REACTIVATE system. 
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DIAGNOSTIC TROUBLE CODE 42 
 
 
LH Primary Crash Sensor Feed/Return Circuit Open 
 
 
Normal Operation 

The voltage at Pin 18 (Circuit 619, PK/W) is approximately 10 volts (± 1 volt). Circuit 619 is connected to Circuit 625 (Y/LG) inside LH primary crash sensor. Therefore, the voltage at Pin 6 
should be the same as the voltage at Pin 18. If the voltage at Pin 6 is lower than the voltage at Pin 18, the air bag diagnostic monitor will flash diagnostic trouble code 42.  
 
Possible Causes 

Low voltage on Pin 6 can be caused by:  

45. An open circuit in the wiring harness in either Circuit 619 (PK/W) or Circuit 625 (Y/LG). 

46. An open circuit in LH primary crash sensor across Circuit 619 (PK/W) and Circuit 625 (Y/LG).  
 
Electrical SchematicDiagnostic Trouble Code 42 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Pinpoint TestsDiagnostic Trouble Code 42 

  

42-1 CHECK FOR DIAGNOSTIC TROUBLE CODE  

� Turn ignition switch to RUN.  

� Count diagnostic trouble code.  

� Is diagnostic trouble code 42 flashing?  

Yes 
GO to 42-2 . 

No 
Read the normal operation description for this diagnostic trouble code. EXAMINE the diagnostic trouble code schematic and look for areas where intermittent 
conditions would occur (connectors, splices, crimps, etc.). 

    
DO NOT proceed with pinpoint test until the diagnostic trouble code is flashing! 

    
Failure to do so will result in needless replacement of the air bag system components and repeat service.  

  

42-2 DEACTIVATE SYSTEM  

� Turn ignition switch to OFF.  

� Deactivate system.  

� Disconnect air bag diagnostic monitor .  

� With Rotunda Digital Multimeter 105-00050 or equivalent, measure resistance across Pin 18 (Circuit 619, PK/W) and Pin 6 (Circuit 625, Y/LG) of the air bag diagnostic monitor 
harness connector.  

� Is resistance reading less than two ohms?  
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Yes 
REPLACE air bag diagnostic monitor . RECONNECT system. VERIFY system. REACTIVATE system. 

No 
GO to 42-3. 

  

42-3 CHECK RESISTANCE OF LH PRIMARY CRASH SENSOR  

� Disconnect LH sensor from harness.  

� Measure resistance across PK/W and Y/LG wires in sensor connector.  

� Is resistance reading less than two ohms?  

 
 

 
 

Yes 
LOCATE and SERVICE open circuit in the wiring harness between air bag diagnostic monitor and LH primary crash sensor in either Circuit 619 (PK/W) or 
625 (Y/LG). INSPECT all interconnections. RECONNECT system. VERIFY system. REACTIVATE system. 

No 
REPLACE LH primary crash front air bag sensor and bracket . RECONNECT system. VERIFY system. REACTIVATE system. 

    
 
DIAGNOSTIC TROUBLE CODE 44 
 
 
RH Primary Crash Sensor Not Mounted to Vehicle Properly  
 
 
Normal Operation  

The air bag diagnostic monitor measures the resistance between Pin 20 (Circuit 618, P/LG) and Pin 3 (57, BK, diagnostic monitor reference ground). If the air bag diagnostic monitor 
measures a difference of more than 2.0 ohms between Pin 20 and Pin 3, it will flash out diagnostic trouble code 44.  

Note that Circuit 618 (P/LG) is grounded to the side of the RH primary crash sensor case and the case is grounded to the vehicle at its mounting point.  
 
Possible Causes 

High resistance on Pin 20 (Circuit 618, P/LG) to ground can be caused by:  

47. A poor connection due to loose mounting or dirt at the RH primary crash front air bag sensor and bracket mounting location.  

48. An open or damaged wire in Circuit 618 (P/LG) from Pin 20 of the air bag diagnostic monitor harness connector to RH primary crash sensor.  

49. An open circuit inside RH primary crash sensor.  
 
Electrical SchematicDiagnostic Trouble Code 44 
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Pinpoint TestsDiagnostic Trouble Code 44 

  

44-1 CHECK FOR DIAGNOSTIC TROUBLE CODE  

� Turn ignition switch to RUN.  

� Count diagnostic trouble code.  

� Is diagnostic trouble code 44 flashing?  

Yes 
GO to 44-2 . 

No 
Read the normal operation description for this diagnostic trouble code. EXAMINE the diagnostic trouble code schematic and look for areas where intermittent 
conditions would occur (connectors, splices, crimps, etc.). 

    
DO NOT proceed with pinpoint test until the diagnostic trouble code is flashing! 

    
Failure to do so will result in needless replacement of the air bag system components and repeat service.  

  

44-2 DEACTIVATE SYSTEM  

� Turn ignition switch to OFF.  

� Deactivate system. Leave battery cables disconnected.  

� Disconnect air bag diagnostic monitor .  

� Zero ohmmeter (Rotunda Digital Multimeter 105-00050 or equivalent). Record resistance reading with the two leads together.  

� Measure resistance between Pin 20 (Circuit 618, P/LG) and Pin 3 (Circuit 57, BK, ground).  

� Subtract the reading made when zeroing the meter.  

� Is result greater than two ohms?  

Yes 
GO to 44-3. 

No 
REPLACE air bag diagnostic monitor . RECONNECT system. VERIFY system. REACTIVATE system. 

  

44-3 CHECK RH PRIMARY CRASH SENSOR GROUND  

� Disconnect RH primary crash sensor from harness.  

� Measure resistance between P/LG wire in sensor connector and a nearby, good chassis ground. Make sure that this ground is clean and bare.  

� Is resistance less than two ohms?  
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Yes 
INSPECT Circuit 618 (P/LG) between Pin 20 of air bag diagnostic monitor and RH primary crash sensor for open circuit. CHECK all interconnects and 
splices for poor connections. Make sure to CHECK the in-line connectors for poor terminal crimps, etc. SERVICE any poor connections. RECONNECT 
system. VERIFY system. REACTIVATE system. 

No 
REMOVE screws retaining RH primary crash front air bag sensor and bracket . CLEAN mounting surface of RH primary crash front air bag sensor and 
bracket and chassis. INSTALL RH primary crash front air bag sensor and bracket . TIGHTEN screws to proper specification. GO to 44-4. 

  

44-4 MEASURE RESISTANCE OF RH PRIMARY CRASH SENSOR TO GROUND  

� Measure resistance between P/LG wire in RH primary crash sensor connector and chassis ground.  

� Is the resistance less than two ohms?  

Yes 
RECONNECT system. VERIFY system. REACTIVATE system. 

No 
REPLACE RH primary crash front air bag sensor and bracket . RECONNECT system. VERIFY system. REACTIVATE system. 

    
 
DIAGNOSTIC TROUBLE CODE 45 
 
 
LH Primary Crash Sensor Not Mounted to Vehicle Properly  
 
 
Normal Operation  

The air bag diagnostic monitor measures the resistance between Pin 21 (Circuit 620, P/LB) and Pin 3 (Circuit 57, BK, diagnostic monitor reference ground). If the air bag diagnostic monitor 
measures a difference of more than 2.0 ohms between Pin 21 and Pin 3, it will flash out diagnostic trouble code 45.  

Note that Circuit 620 (P/LB) is grounded to the side of the LH primary crash sensor case and the case is grounded to the vehicle at its mounting point.  
 
Possible Causes  

High resistance on Pin 21 (Circuit 620 P/LB) to ground can be caused by:  

50. A poor connection due to loose mounting or dirt at the LH primary crash front air bag sensor and bracket mounting location.  

51. An open or damaged wire in Circuit 620 (P/LB) from Pin 21 of the air bag diagnostic monitor harness connector to LH primary crash sensor.  

52. An open circuit inside LH primary crash sensor.  
 
Electrical SchematicDiagnostic Trouble Code 45 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Pinpoint TestsDiagnostic Trouble Code 45 

  

45-1 CHECK FOR DIAGNOSTIC TROUBLE CODE  

� Turn ignition switch to RUN.  

� Count diagnostic trouble code.  
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� Is diagnostic trouble code 45 flashing?  

Yes 
GO to 45-2 . 

No 
Read the normal operation description for this diagnostic trouble code. EXAMINE the diagnostic trouble code schematic and look for areas where intermittent 
conditions would occur (connectors, splices, crimps, etc.). 

    
DO NOT proceed with pinpoint test until the diagnostic trouble code is flashing! 

    
Failure to do so will result in needless replacement of the air bag system components and repeat service.  

  

45-2 DEACTIVATE SYSTEM  

� Turn ignition switch to OFF.  

� Deactivate system. Leave battery cables disconnected.  

� Disconnect air bag diagnostic monitor .  

� Zero ohmmeter (with Rotunda Digital Multimeter 105-00050, or equivalent). Record resistance reading with two leads together.  

� Measure resistance between Pin 21 (Circuit 620, P/LB) and Pin 3 (Circuit 57, BK, ground).  

� Subtract the reading made when zeroing meter.  

� Is result greater than two ohms?  

Yes 
GO to 45-3. 

No 
REPLACE air bag diagnostic monitor . RECONNECT system. VERIFY system. REACTIVATE system. 

  

45-3 CHECK LH PRIMARY CRASH SENSOR GROUND  

� Disconnect LH primary crash sensor from harness.  

� Measure resistance between P/LB wire in LH primary crash sensor connector and a nearby, good chassis ground. Make sure the ground is clean and bare.  

� Is resistance less than two ohms?  

Yes 
INSPECT circuit between Pin 21 of air bag diagnostic monitor and LH primary crash sensor. CHECK all interconnects and splices for poor connections. 
Make sure to CHECK in-line connector for proper crimps, etc. SERVICE any poor connections. RECONNECT system. VERIFY system. REACTIVATE 
system. 

No 
REMOVE screws retaining LH primary crash rear air bag sensor and bracket . CLEAN mounting surface of LH primary crash sensor and chassis. INSTALL 
LH primary crash rear air bag sensor and bracket . TIGHTEN screws to proper specification. GO to 45-4. 

  

45-4 MEASURE RESISTANCE OF LH PRIMARY CRASH SENSOR TO GROUND  

� Measure resistance between P/LB wire in LH primary crash sensor connector and a good chassis ground.  

� Is resistance less than two ohms?  

Yes 
RECONNECT system. VERIFY system. REACTIVATE system. 

No 
REPLACE LH primary crash front air bag sensor and bracket . RECONNECT system. VERIFY system. REACTIVATE system. 
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